
Horsham Blueprint Neighbourhood Forum

Minutes of Meeting held 3rd October 2016 at Rehoboth Baptist 
Church
Present: Frances Haigh, Andrew Cooke, David Searle, Graham Sitton, Diane 
Sumpter
Trudie Mitchell, Ron Bates, Godfrey Newman, Pauline Stevens

Apologies; Peter Silburn, Mary Crosbie, Maralyn Thomas

1. Minutes of Last Meeting 
These were approved.

2. Matters Arising
a. Finance

Funds of £1000 had been received from Horsham Trafalgar Neighbourhood
Council and £7748 from Groundwork.

b. Surveys
This was being left open until 16th October.  were on the website. At the
time  of  the  meeting  280  surveys  had  been  completed  and  20  paper
surveys requested. The response from businesses was disappointingly low.
Reminders were to be issued that the survey could still be completed. 
Andrew presented a sample of  the results that could be obtained from
Survey Monkey. This showed there was a good cross-section of ages. In
addition, 150 more email addresses had been collected.

c. Development and Conservation
There  was  a  discussion  about  the  AECOM  report  and  its  implications.
Frances was requested to find out what happens if a site is contentious
and advise  Diane  by  Thursday  6Th October.  The  report  was  due  to  be
discussed  by  Horsham  Forest  Neighbourhood  Council.  The  other  two
Neighbourhood Councils may need to have a similar discussion.
Technical support for Heritage and Character Assessment has been agreed
and would be delivered by AECOM.

3. Working Groups
a. Development & Conservation

A Design Brief is being prepared by the Horsham Society and should be
available in December. There is a list of policies proposed which needs to
be tackled. Some of these need to be allocated to the Steering Group.
The working group wondered if there a way of putting a value on scenic
views. Godfrey commented that this may be similar to “amenity value”
that is used for green spaces.

b. Transport Group
This has never been formed. The Horsham District Cycling Forum are to be
asked again for their input.

c. Open & Green Spaces
Another meeting is to be called once the survey replies are back.

4. AOB



Reef Estates have been arranging to meet with community groups to discuss
their plans for Piries Place. These are due on the 14th and 17th October, prior
to a Public Exhibition in the Drill Hall on 17th October.

5. Next Meetings

Monday 31st October (Apologies already received form Graham & Godfrey)
Monday 14th November (Apologies from Trudie)
Monday 5th December
All at 7.30pm at the Rehoboth Baptist Church.
Meeting closed 9.45pm


